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THE JUNE MEETING
The Chairman introduced the meeting and welcomed four new members. Some cars
had been parked in the centre aisle of the hall car park, which not only prevents
people from leaving, but would be a hazard in the case of emergency vehicles being
needed. There was a short pause whilst these cars were moved, and members were
reminded that they can park in three places: the hall car park in a designated bay,
the Trust Education Centre and Library car park which is next to the hall car park,
and the staff car park in front of the RBH entrance on London Road, to the right as
one drives in. For the latter two areas a permit is available from the group that has
to be displayed on the dashboard. We will have supplies of the permit at the next
meeting.
Steve Allen then gave a report on the recent PSA testing event that was held by the
Reading Lions. This was a free walk-in session held at the Circle Hospital in
Reading. The event was enormously successful and was in fact overwhelmed.
There was a queue of men before the event opened and by 2.00 p.m. men had to be
turned away because the unprecedented demand led to a shortage of blood sample
tubes. There were 2,200 men tested and the samples are still being processed. At
present there are about 100 men whose level of PSA caused considerable concern,
and another 50 with PSA levels causing some concern.
The guest speakers were Physical Activity Practitioners from the Macmillan Trust.
They were Shirley Jackson, Tessa Higgins and Lucy Hill. They gave an interesting
talk and finished with exercises in which the audience joined in whilst seated, so this
was a very energetic meeting
The practitioners are involved in a charity partnership called 'Get Berkshire Active',
funded by Macmillan, covering the whole of Berkshire and with the aim of increasing
the activity level of people who are about to have treatment, or who have finished
their treatment, for all types of cancer.
Move More is available at Brants Bridge in Bracknell, where there are group
exercises as well as one-to-one consultations.
Shirley and Tessa introduced themselves, they are both Level 4 Cancer
Rehabilitation Practitioners and explained the difference between activity and
exercise. Their aim is to increase activity in people both before and after treatment.
A great deal of research has been carried out in the effects of increased activity and
it has been proved very beneficial in these areas:





Reduces the consequences of treatment
Reduces co-morbidity (blood pressure, osteoporosis, etc)
Decreases mortality(increases long term survival)
Decreases recurrence

Very good reasons for more activity are:
 Improves immunity
 Reduces the risk of developing diabetes
 Lower testosterone
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Improves DNA repair
Improves expression of good genes
Reduces chronic inflammation

The many benefits of more activity are that it helps to strengthen the heart, bones,
muscles, reduces tiredness and anxiety, and improves flexibility and confidence.
Some of the activities that can be undertaken are quite easy: walking, gardening,
swimming, use stairs instead of lifts, golf, dancing, etc.
Strengthening activities are useful, that involve muscles working against some
resistance. Examples are lifting small weights (there is little point in lifting very
heavy weights), squats, and even gardening involves overcoming resistance.
Resistance bands are available - these are essentially a strip of rubber held between
the hands and then exercising to stretch the band. Shirley demonstrated a Pilates
ball that provides resistance and can be used for chest presses, rolling movements,
and squeezed between the knees. A ball can be bought for around £3.50 on-line
and in different diameters.
The talk finished to music and the audience joined in some exercises whilst seated.
Shirley said that group exercise sessions are available as follows. You can simply
turn up for these, but it is preferable to make contact first:
Mondays at 14:30: Bracknell Health Space (Brants Bridge)
Wednesdays 14:00: Rivermead Leisure Centre
Thursdays 13:30: MERL, 6 Redlands Road, Reading RG1 5EX
Some useful web sites for healthy living are:
keep-healthy.com
laterlifetraining.co.uk
cancernet.co.uk
For more information you can contact the team on 01344 662909 or by email to
fph-tr.BerkshireCancerRehab@nhs.net
Shirley and Tessa were thanked for their useful and entertaining talk and presented
with gifts of appreciation.

Shirley (left) and Tessa
during their talk

...and the audience participation
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AWARENESS DAY 14TH JULY
We will hold a prostate cancer awareness session in the middle of Broad Street,
Reading, opposite to Waterstone's shop on Saturday 14th July. We will erect a
gazebo and will have a display of printed material to hand out to any interested
persons, both male and female. The intention is to increase awareness of the
disease and its symptoms, by engaging in conversation with members of the public,
offering them leaflets and information as appropriate. The stand will be manned
from 10:00 a.m. finishing around 4:00 p.m. and possibly earlier if the quantity of
members of the public reduces.
The stand will be managed in shifts of two hours each and we will very much
appreciate as many volunteers as possible to help. If you can spare some time for
us in a shift at this event, please contact Chris Webb by email at
chrisj_webb@hotmail.com

RPCSG WALK IN JUNE
On the 5th June the first RPCSG walk took place. It was a very successful and
enjoyable occasion. Six members joined the walk starting in the Waterside car
park, went into the Forbury part of Reading and after a stop for refreshments,
returned to the start. As the walk was very successful, we intend to hold more
walks in the future. One of the members at the walk was Peter Dick and he has
written the following account - note that the map that he refers to can be seen at
the end of this newsletter:

"Six brave solders turned up for the first RPCSG walk.

As you can see from the map, the walk was a loose anti clockwise route that included
part of the Thames Walk as well as part of Reading town.
The distance was 3.2 miles and took 1 ½ hours which meant we averaged just over 2
mph.
Against all odds, we discovered 50% of the walkers had, at some point in our lives,
worked for ICL.
While the organisers fully appreciate this walk was organised at short notice, it is
hoped future walks will attract more Members."

A MEMBER 'MOVING MORE'
Our member Peter Dick, as well as participating in the walk, was motivated to
attend a 'Move More' session. He has written this report:

"Tessa from MacMillan invited everyone to come to a gym and handouts showed
three local ones.
Since I found Tessa to be very persuasive, on Wednesday I turned up at 2pm at the
Riverside Leisure Centre in Reading. There were two other cancer people there but
sadly no one else from RPCSG.
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I spent an hour or so being introduced to various machines, all designed to help me
improve my health. There were only three of us in the class and we all received
individual attention.
Although I regarded myself as being reasonably fit, I soon discovered there is more to
a body than just legs. Time spent on various machines made me realise while I can
walk long distances, my general level of fitness will benefit from specific help from
Tessa.
I plan to attend all the remaining sessions on Wednesdays 13th / 20th / 27th and I
hope to see other RPCSG members there."

SUMMER SOCIAL
The summer social will be held as the August group meeting on the 3rd August
2018. It will be in St Andrews church hall and the caterers will be Mange Bien,
who have provided us with excellent food and service at previous Christmas
occasions. The event will be 'Bring Your Own Drinks', alcoholic or otherwise, for
your own consumption.
The cost of the Social is £17 per person. There is a limit to the number of places
available, so if you would like to reserve a place please contact the Treasurer
Roger Bennett as soon as possible. You can make payment for the event to
Roger at the July meeting, or post a cheque to Roger at address below, with a
cheque made payable to "Reading PCSG":
52 Deanfield Road
Henley-on-Thames
RG9 1UU
If you prefer to pay by bank transfer please send an email for details to Roger at:
saroban@btinternet.com

SECOND RPCSG WALK
There will be another RPCSG walk on Monday 2nd July 2018, starting in
Pangbourne, to which all members are invited. The walk will be picturesque
along the Thames and after about 4.7 miles we will arrive in Goring-on-Thames
where there will be a stop for refreshments. We will then take a short ride by
train back to Pangbourne station.
The starting time will be 10:30 a.m. at the first car park along Whitchurch Road
(B471) about 200 yards on the left after turning off the A329. There is a second
car park a little further along, on the right. Both car parks are before the
Whitchurch toll bridge. The car parks cost £2.50 for 8 hours.
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY.
Steve Parkinson
Newsletter Editor.
NewsEditorRPCSG@yahoo.com

2nd JULY 2018

DISCLAIMER
This newsletter does not offer medical advice. Nothing contained
in the newsletter is intended to constitute professional advice for
medical diagnosis or treatment or to advocate or recommend
the purchase of any product or use of any service or guarantee
the credentials or appropriateness of any health care provider.
Members are strongly advised to consult with an appropriate
professional for specific advice tailored to their situation.
This newsletter may refer to named providers and their products
or services, and such reference expresses no inference upon any
aspect of any provider's business, services or products, and
expresses no recommendation or preference for any such
products or services.

This will be the second RPCSG walk,
starting in Pangbourne, visiting
Goring and then returning to
Pangbourne by train.

6th JULY 2018
The speaker for the July meeting is
Dr Elias Pintus who is a Consultant
Medical Oncologist at the RBH.

14th JULY 2018
This date is a Saturday and will be an
awareness day held in Broad Street
Reading, near to Waterstones.

3rd AUGUST 2018
This is the date of the Summer
Social, to be held from 6:30 p.m. in
St Andrews church hall. Remember
to bring your own drinks for your own
consumption.
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THE ROUTE OF THE FIRST RPCSG WALK ON 5th JUNE 2018
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